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RightBridge Ventures AB (“RBV”) and Scout Gaming Group (“Scout Gaming”) sign letter of intent to
develop an esport fantasy league
Stockholm, 25 February 2021- We are thrilled to announce that RBV and Scout Gaming are in negotiations to
establish an esport fantasy league that leverages RBV portfolio of investments and Scout Gaming leadership in
fantasy sports data analytics.
“We want our portfolio companies to work with market leaders in all categories. Scout Gaming is recognised as
the best fantasy sports provider in the Nordics, and one of the leading ones in the world. Esport Fantasy
leagues are catalyst of data analytics, monetisation and brand exposure. We want to make fantasy leagues a
great stage for unknown players to show their skills, develop a fan base and become heroes!” Says Carlos
Barrios, RBV CEO.
“The opportunity to tap in the esport grassroot movement is massive. Scout Gaming will be exploring with RBV
and RBV portfolio companies how to tap that opportunity. “says Andreas Ternström, Scout Gaming CEO
The potential partnership between RBV and Scout Gaming is part of RBV wider initiative oriented to serve as
catalyst of the esport and gaming grassroot and startup community. For that purpose, RBV invests in assets
that act as loudspeaker, data generator and testbed for gamers and entrepreneurs to interact, show their
gaming and business skills under the values of fair-play, innovation and non - toxicity.
-------- END
About RightBridge Ventures
RightBridge Ventures is an investment company based in Stockholm (Sweden) dedicated to investing in companies that shape the future of
esports and gaming as part of the digital entertainment industry. The intention of RightBridge board of directors is to present a motion for
public listing of RightBridge during 2021. For more information visit www.rightbridge.se or get updates by following RightBridge Ventures
on Instagram and LinkedIn. Contact: jointhejourney@rightbridge.se
About Scout Gaming Group (Publ.) AB
Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports and betting. The company offers a flexible and
customizable network based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports and leagues through an in-house StatCenter which also
provides real-time information to players. Local sports can be provided on request. The Group has approximately 80+ staff and is
headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with development and operations in Bergen, Norway and Lviv, Ukraine. Scout Gaming is listed at
Stockholm Nasdaq First North.
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